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Road building on north Quadra Island looks a lot like logging. See letter page 10.

Looking for Gulf Islands and East Vancouver Island customers? 
You’re looking at the newspaper to do it all. Call 1.250.216.2267 today!

Campbell River—Willow Point Village

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Crnr Island Hwy @ Hammond Bay Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Nanaimo—Beaufort Centre 
Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall
Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue
Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Nanaimo—VI Conference Centre 
is at these SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes outside or racks inside!

The latest Port Metro Vancouver project is
off to a fast start—Roberts Bank 2, a
proposed $2 billion, 115 hectare container
wharf between the existing Westshore coal
port and the mouth of the Fraser River. Port
Metro Vancouver states that the project has
been designed to provide for container traffic
demands to 2030.
Already into the early stages of its

environmental assessment, federal body,
Port Metro Vancouver (PMV), has given the
public just month to comment on the scope
of its envionmental review. 
An outline of draft guidelines, dated

November 8, to be used in the preparation
of an Environmental Impact Statement,
covers a broad sweep of environmental
effects. It is available on the web and at the
Tsawwassen and George Mackie libraries in
Delta.
The draft guidelines includes sections on

PMV’s ‘valued components’: effects of
potential accidents or malfunctions; effects
of the environment on the project;
alternative means of carrying out the project;
description of the existing environment;

effects of the project  (including but not
limited to: land, air quality, noise and lighting
for 24-hour operation, climate, aquatic,
birds, human, aboriginal peoples); adverse
impacts; public concerns; mitigation
(particularly of aboriginal and public
concerns); residual and cumulative effects;
benefits to Canadians; and program
monitoring and environmental
management plans.
Public comment will no doubt add to the

list. The deadline for submission of
comments to the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency is December 8. 
For further background, the public

should read the Executive Summary of the
Project Description (46 pages, this document
contains much interesting planning,
ownership, and ecological information), the
complete Project Description (105 pages,
plus Appendices A to G) and news releases—
all on the web. 
The environmental impact assessment

will be carried out under a joint agreement
between the provincial and federal
governments. 0

The Water Sustainability Act, several years in the
making, is to be introduced in the spring 2014
session of the provincial legislature. It will
regulate both groundwater and surface water,
and will require large volume users to be
licensed for renewable 30-year terms, and to
measure and report their water use. There will
also be provision for regulating short-term users. 
Homeowners and small businesses will be

required to register their wells, but will not have
to report usage.
In addition, there will be updated well

construction regulations.
Water Use Planning

Much of the current water law goes back to BC’s
gold rush days, and the objective of the new Act
is to enable development of ecosystem and
aquifer-based water-use planning and
allocation. Thus water-use would be considered
in land-use decisions. Area-based regulations
could be established in any part of BC.
During times of water scarcity, this would

enable critical environmental flows to be
assigned priority. Essential household flows
would also be protected. It is reported that the
Gulf Islands have been identified as one of the
areas where groundwater shortages might
occur, and special regulations may be applied.

Agricultural Water Reserves would be
established to secure water for agricultural use
on agricultural lands. 
All users would be required to establish the

purpose of their water use (‘beneficial use’)
which would include the requirement that water
be used efficiently; conservation would be
encouraged.
A new beneficial use would be added to cover

oil and gas operations. The current 40-year term
for power generation users will be maintained.

Enforcement And Water
Pricing

The provincial government is ‘contemplating
changes’ to the water fee and rental structure,
but has made no specific announcements. It
plans improvements in enforcing water laws,
but has made no specific announcements about
this either.
The new law, and the regulations and

planning that will accompany it, are to be
phased in over time; bringing BC’s water laws
up to date after 100 years will be a long process.
(The 1997 Fish Protection Act, which embodies
the riparian areas regulations, and the 1995
Water Protection Act, which bars bulk water
exports, continue to apply.)

Public comment required now for Roberts
Bank 2 environmental review- Patrick Brown

A new BC water act in 2014 Patrick Brown

WATER ACT, please turn to page 11
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Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

20
WE

0801
1328
1648

11.2
8.9
9.5

3.4
2.7
2.9

21
THU

0020
0839
1432
1719

2.3
11.2
8.9
9.2

0.7
3.4
2.7
2.8

22
FR

0055
0916
1543
1752

2.6
11.2
8.5
8.5

0.8
3.4
2.6
2.6

23
SA

0131
0950
1654
1837

3.3
11.2
7.9
7.9

1.0
3.4
2.4
2.4

24
SU

0208
1023
1751
1957

3.9
11.2
7.2
7.5

1.2
3.4
2.2
2.3

25
MO

0249
1055
1828
2203

4.6
10.8
6.6
6.9

1.4
3.3
2.0
2.1

26
TU

0336
1127
1858

5.6
10.8
5.6

1.7
3.3
1.7

27
WE

0017
0436
1157
1926

7.2
6.2
10.8
4.9

2.2
1.9
3.3
1.5

28
TH

0200
0547
1227
1954

7.9
7.2
10.8
3.9

2.4
2.2
3.3
1.2

29
FR

0312
0656
1256
2024

8.5
7.9
10.8
3.0

2.6
2.4
3.3
0.9

30
SA

0407
0759
1327
2058

9.5
8.5
10.8
2.0

2.9
2.6
3.3
0.6

1
SU

0454
0856
1359
2134

10.2
8.9
10.8
1.0

3.1
2.7
3.3
0.3

2
MO

0539
0951
1437 
2214

10.8
9.2
11.2
0.7

3.3
2.8
3.4
0.2

3
TU

0623
1047
1519
2256

11.5
9.5
11.2
0.3

3.5
2.9
3.4
0.1

4
WE

0707
1148
1605
2340

11.8
9.5
10.8
0.3

3.6
2.9
3.3
0.1

5
THU

0750
1255
1656

11.8
9.2
10.5

3.6
2.8
3.2

FULL MOON: SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1:29AM 

AT FULFORD HARBOUR

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations

Ross Walker 
250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca 
www.islandmarine.caOn Time & On Budget

Tide Table Courtesy of
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Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

20
WE

0031
0757
1336
1754

3.0
15.4
10.8
12.8

0.9
4.7
3.3
3.9

21
THU

0105
0836
1429
1829

3.3
15.1
10.8
12.1

1.0
4.6
3.3
3.7

22
FR

0138
1914
1529
1909

3.9
15.1
10.5
11.5

1.2
4.6
3.2
3.5

23
SA

0231
1952
1635
2002

4.6
15.1
10.2
10.8

1.4
4.6
3.1
3.3

24
SU

0251
1035
1737
2115

5.6
14.8
9.5
10.2

1.7
4.5
2.9
3.1

25
MO

0033
1108
1829
2256

6.6
14.8
8.5
10.2

2.0
4.5
2.6
3.1

26
TU

0425
1145
1911

7.5
14.4
7.5

2.3
4.4
2.3

27
WE

0047
0529
1223
1948

10.5
8.5
14.4
6.6

3.2
2.6
4.4
2.0

28
TH

0212
0643
1300
2024

11.2
9.5
14.4
5.2

3.4
2.9
4.4
1.6

29
FR

0314
0754
1338
2101

12.5
9.8
14.4
3.9

3.8
3.0
4.4
1.2

30
SA

0406
0856
1417
2139

13.5
10.5
14.8
3.0

4.1
3.2
4.5
0.9

1
SU

0453
0951
1457
2220

14.4
10.8
14.8
2.0

4.4
3.3
4.5
0.6

2
MO

0538
1042
1540
2301

15.1
11.2
14.8
1.0

4.6
3.4
4.5
0.3

3
TU

0622
1133
1625
2345

15.7
11.2
14.8
0.7

4.8
3.4
4.5
0.2

4
WE

0707
1226
1713

16.1
11.2
14.4

4.9
3.4
4.4

5
THU

0029
0752
1323
1805

1.0
16.4
10.8
14.1

0.3
5.0
3.3
4.3
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Comfy? What’s your favourite sleeping position?

Photos: Tom Hobley

Take The Bus to The Theatre
Gabriola’s Gertie is teaming up with Gabriola Players to create
a car-free theatre experience. On November 24, the island’s bus
will collect off-island pantomime-goers from the ferry and take
them to the community hall for the double-bill, matinée of Short
Pants and Tall Tales (double the opportunity to boo the bad
guys). There’ll even be time for a stop for refreshment or a stroll
before the show. Chalk another one up for co-operation on
Gabriola, an island which might have invented the word.

Local Food Self-Sufficency
Salt Spring Abattoir Society and Salt Spring Island Agricultural
Alliance are also co-operating—on a celebration of the first
anniversary of the opening of the island’s abattoir.
Creating a facility to process meat was a major achievement

for the island community; supporting local farming and food,
and promoting on-island sustainability and self-reliance. After
just one year, the abattoir is busy. 
Now experts at processing poultry and lamb, the society

plans to begin beef and pork processing before next summer.
The facility employs 12 local residents part-time and hopes to
grow its workforce along with expanded operations. 
The abattoir has motivated local farmers to increase their

R O U N D  T H E  I S L A N D S

livestock numbers, and has even inspired some to enter or
re‐enter animal farming on Salt Spring. A lot to celebrate! 
The November 30 anniversary event (see ‘What’s On?’, page

11 for details) is also a fundraiser to help eliminate the debt
incurred during construction. What a worthy island community
economic generator to support!

Easy Winter Sun Break
How did it become winter so fast! Already we’re missing the
daylight and sun. If you live up-Island there’s a easy opportunity
to get a sun break this winter.
Comox Valley Airport (YQQ) sent off its first Mexico-bound

passengers on Saturday, November 2, just before the time-
change plunged us into dark evenings. The was the first of West
Jet’s once-a-week direct flights to Puerto Vallarta.
‘From November through April,’ said airport CEO Fred

Bigelow, ‘these flights are so convenient, saving our passengers
time and money. The flight to Puerto Vallarta from the Comox
Valley Airport takes approximately five hours. Starting from
Vancouver (YVR), would add an additional five hours travel
time, plus an overnight stay in a hotel before and after the trip
due to ferry schedules. That is a huge savings in terms of time,
money and hassle.’ 

Happy Birthday, $1m Lottery Win
The day after his wife’s birthday party, Texada Island resident
Adam Pullman discovered that his Lotto Max ticket matched
all seven numbers to win the $1 million Maxmillion prize! Adam
and Nicole were cleaning up after the party when Adam

checked the ticket online. ‘I was yelling for Nicole to come look,’
said Adam. ‘I had checked the numbers on the computer and I
couldn’t believe my eyes. I knew she would think I was joking.’
The couple’s plans for the prize include paying off the

mortgage, a relaxing family vacation and planning for the
future. ‘We already feel very lucky to live in such a beautiful
place as Texada Island,’ added Nicole, ‘This is just icing on the
birthday cake!’ The winning ticket was purchased at Gillies Bay
General Store. 0

The Red Herring of the Dismantling of DFO
Loys Maingon
Amajor headline this year has been the closing of

Department of Fisheries offices throughout Canada.
Together with recent changes in the Fisheries Act, these

changes signal a formal deregulation of environmental checks
and balances and a culmination of a four-decade trend towards
the privatization of public environmental concerns.
However, the environment is only protected if we have the

means to do some hard accounting, and only if that
accounting is sustained by on-the-ground
verification and enforcement. The effective
dismantling of DFO, as we have known it
since 1973, seems like the destruction of the
very tools necessary to do verification and
enforcement. 

The Paradox Of DFO
In fact, that is not really so. An irony in
these developments is that DFO has been in
conflict of interest ever since its creation. This
fact has been borne out time-and-again at every
inquiry into the failure of fisheries policies, as once
again affirmed in the latest findings of the Cohen Inquiry. 
It pays to re-visit the history of DFO, since the dismantling

of the Fisheries Research Board in 1973. This was excellently
described by Dr David Schindler in his 2008 Killam lecture.
What DFO has been since its inception is well-summed up by
Schindler: ‘Instead of answering to a panel of the country’s most
eminent scientists, we now reported to politicians and their
deputies. Half of our building became occupied by bureaucrats
who had little background in science, and no concerns about
the role of science in making sound policy … major concerns
were the sort of spin that could make the Minister of Fisheries
look good….’
Dr Schindler’s account does much to explain why over 3-4

decades of oversight by the DFO the state of fisheries in Canada
has been on a continuous decline. Too much of the DFO’s focus
has been on government public policy rather than on promoting
environmental values and responding to the leadership of
science.  
DFO involved the abdication of provincial rights and

responsibilities to federal fisheries, and a separation of fisheries
from the ministry of environment, as though—against
everything science tells us—fisheries existed independently of
the environment.  
In light of the dismantling of the Fisheries Act, there is once

again talk of re-assuming provincial prerogatives, and we face
once again, a problem of enforcement. Under the proposed
changes, we face a downloading of responsibilities to the semi-
private sector. Instead of funding the DFO, the government will
be funding the Pacific Salmon Foundation, in what is in fact yet

another exercise in public relations, rather than an assumption
of environmental responsibilities consistent with science-driven
policy.

The Days of World Class Research
To understand what all this means we have only to consider
that the Fisheries Research Board was the world’s pre-eminent
institution in freshwater and ocean research. Just about

everything we know today about freshwater
ecosystems and ocean systems was based on
research associated with the Fisheries Research
Board of Canada. A lot of the work published
by the Fisheries Research Board continues to
pose difficulties for unfettered industry to this
day. This unparalleled leadership was greatly
inconvenient to industry and politicians of all
stripes. 

DFO’s Real Purpose
The DFO was actually created by politicians to

buffer politicians and industry from the acid truth
of science. The DFO has over the years relegated its

science branch to a minimal capacity and has always placed its
priority in managing policy information and public relations.
(If you want confirmation of that, all you have to do is read Dr
Ransom Myer’s account of cod fishery politics.) So this latest
re-organization or ‘change in environmental governance’ comes
as no surprise. It is the simple logical outcome of the DFO’s 1973
creation.
When we see parts of the DFO dismantled, we should

understand what this means. It means that the buffer is no
longer felt to be needed, that science is now sufficiently
trivialized not to pose a threat and that the interests of industry
are now sufficiently secure, to embark on a new partnership
with the private sector. 
That entity is now the Pacific Salmon Foundation (PSF).

Some may be in awe of the PSF, I am very much less so. While
it is undoubtedly a well-intentioned public interest group, it has
neither the enforcement capacity of DFO, nor the scientific
robustness of the Fisheries Research Board. It will, however,
have the means to fund publicly-driven projects that neither of
the former institutions had. PSF will meet Ottawa’s public
relations objectives, but little else, unless it wishes to jeopardize
the funding it receives from Ottawa.

Back To Basics
‘Reducing bureaucracy’ might at first blush be a catchy concept,
but the reality quickly settles in when we face the consequences
for nature of de-regulation. Once the accrued benefits of
regulation are spent, it quickly becomes clear that someone has

‘When we see parts
of the DFO dismantled, we

should understand what this
means. It means that the buffer is
no longer felt to be needed, that
science is now sufficiently
trivialized not to pose a threat and
that the interests of industry
are now sufficiently

secure…’

DFO, please turn to facing page
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NOTICE 
NORTH PENDER ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE

APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR PRIMARY LICENCE
PENDER ISLAND GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

An application has been made to the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch by
the Pender Island Golf & Country Club for an amendment to their liquor-primary licence. As
the local government, the North Pender Island Local Trust Committee is required to provide
recommendations and comments on the application. The comments and recommendations
would be forwarded to the general manager of the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch to
consider when making an application decision.
In order to receive public comment, and to provide an opportunity for the public to ask
questions of the applicant, the North Pender Island Local Trust Committee has scheduled a
Community Information Meeting.

The Community Information Meeting will be held on 
Thursday, November 28, 2013, starting at 9:45 am, at the Community Hall,

4418 Bedwell Harbour Road, Pender Island.
The property subject to this application is located at 2305 Otter Bay Road and

consists of two parcels legally described as PID 017-337-178, Lot A, Section 17, Pender
Island, Cowichan District, Plan VIP52327, and PID 009-675-698, Parcel F (DD78736I) of
Section 17, Except Part in Plans 22933 and 36581. The subject property is split zoned:
Agricultural (AG), a site-specific Agriculture zone to allow the golf course (AG(b)), and
Rural (R). The portions of the subject property zoned agriculture are also located in the
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). Currently the golf course has both a food primary and
liquor primary license. The food primary license has a total capacity of 97 persons for the
club house with 77 seated inside and 20 on the patio. The liquor primary license has a
capacity for one, which is to serve the outdoor area of the golf course by way of the
mobile golf carts or a take-out window. The current application would change the liquor
primary license to a total capacity of 100 to cover the golf course in its entirety and the
food primary license would be cancelled. 
Copies of background documents may be inspected on the Islands Trust website:
http://www.islandstrust.bc.ca/islands/local-trust-areas/north-pender.aspx,
and at the Islands Trust Office, 200 - 1627 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. and between the
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday inclusive, excluding Statutory Holidays,
commencing November 21, 2013 and continuing up to and including November 27, 2013.

Written comments concerning the application may be delivered to:
1. the office of the Islands Trust by mail at #200 - 1627 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8R 1H8,
or by Fax (250)405-5155, prior to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday November 27, 2013; or
2. by delivery to the Local Trust Committee at the Community Information Meeting starting
at 9:45 am November 28, 2013.

Reasonable efforts will be made to provide email comments, if they are opened
and received, to the North Pender Island Local Trust Committee for consideration, but the
public should not rely on email as a means of providing a written comment. Email
submissions should be sent to: information@islandstrust.bc.ca. 

Written submissions made in response to this notice will be available for public
review. 

Inquiries regarding the proposed application may be directed to the Islands Trust
Office, North Pender Island Planner, at (250) 405-5158 or apickard@islandstrust.bc.ca, or
for Toll Free access, request a transfer via Enquiry BC (in Vancouver 660-2421 and
elsewhere in BC 1-800-663-7867).

The North Pender Island Local Trust Committee may consider a resolution
concerning this application during the regular business meeting immediately following the
Community Information Meeting on November 28, 2013 at the Community Hall on North
Pender Island.

Sharon Lloyd-deRosario, Deputy Secretary

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick
Low fog in the channel.

On November 11th there was more
than one set of sombre events. While
those nations that observe the

Armistice of 1918 gathered at cenotaphs to
honour those lost in war, countries from
around the world met in Warsaw, Poland to
begin the two week annual climate conference. 
This time, the nineteenth such ‘conference

of the parties’ (COP) under the 1992 landmark
UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change, the agenda lacks ambition. The
dispirited process makes halting progress.
There is a second phase of Kyoto, our only
legally binding mechanism, but the largest
polluters—China and the United States—have
stayed out of it. Canada’s rejection of Kyoto
was arguably critical in opening the space for
worse performance by larger polluters. 
Meanwhile, the host nation, Poland, is the

worst in that region, pressing the European
Union, which has met its first phase Kyoto
targets, to allow Poland to continue relying on
coal. 
I was the only Canadian Opposition

Member of Parliament attending COP 19 in
Warsaw to observe new Minister of
Environment Leona Aglukkaq’s debut as lead
climate minister for Canada.
Expectations for Warsaw’s COP19 were

limited. In the days leading up to the
November 11 opening, it was being described
as a ‘private sector COP’, engaging large
multinationals in the developing carbon
trading schemes. 
Other pieces were on the agenda,

particularly the Global Climate Fund, based on
the Copenhagen pledge of $100 billion/year by
2020 for developing countries, but no-one was
expecting any passion or urgency. 
Everyone knew that the disaster that was

the Copenhagen climate negotiation in 2009
has left the world with a new time-table—a
deal by 2015 to be legally in force by 2020. The
2015 COP will be in Paris and no-one expects
much until then, although Ban Ki-Moon, UN
Secretary General, did add some sense of
urgency in the wake of the recent strong
warnings from the Fifth Assessment report
from the IPCC. Ban Ki-Moon called for a
Summit of leaders of governments in fall 2014
in New York. 

Philippines Typhoon
But then on Friday, November 8, the
Philippines suffered one of the worst, if not the
worst, storm ever to hit the region. With ocean
temperatures elevated by the climate crisis,
Typhoon Haiyan generated winds in excess of
300 km/hr. 
We used to speak of a future threat to lives

from global warming. But already this is not
the first storm, based on significant evidence,
to be linked with human-caused climate
change. It is one of the single biggest extreme
weather events with a growing and unbearable
death toll. 
The lead negotiator from the Philippines

began the Warsaw meeting with a passionate
plea for action, ‘We cannot sit and stay helpless
staring at this international climate stalemate.
It is now time to take action. We need an
emergency climate pathway.’
Yeb Sano, head of the Philippine delegation

to COP19, wrote in the British Guardian,
‘What my country is going through as a result
of this extreme climate event is madness. The
climate crisis is madness. We can stop this
madness. Right here in Warsaw. Typhoons
such as Haiyan and its impacts represent a
sobering reminder to the international
community that we cannot afford to
procrastinate on climate action.
‘Science tells us that simply, climate change

will mean more intense tropical storms. As the
Earth warms up, that would include the
oceans. The energy that is stored in the waters
off the Philippines will increase the intensity of
typhoons and the trend we now see is that
more destructive storms will be the new norm.
‘Developed country emissions reductions

targets are dangerously low and must be raised
immediately, but even if they were in line with
the demand of reducing 40-50% below 1990
levels, we would still have locked-in climate
change and would still need to address the
issue of loss and damage.’
And with that, Yeb Sano announced he

would commence fasting for climate action.
No delegate has ever made a more desperate
plea. Against all the diminished expectations
set by the lethargic process, the death toll in the
Philippines might just wake the fossil-addicted
economic giants and spur them to action.  0

Will Philippines spur COP action?
Elizabeth May

to start paying for the accumulating deficits and the repair of nature. 
Naturalists and scientists have an obligation to the future of nature. Therefore, if we believe

that nature is worth caring for, we should care more for truthfulness and less for the niceties of
bureaucracy. 
The facts always speak for themselves. We need no intermediaries, just more blunt pragmatism

and the courage to speak. Time is running out. 0

BC Ferries’ Board of Directors announced today
that the company will be replacing bonuses for
all executives and senior managers with a salary
holdback plan consistent with government’s
guidelines for crown corporation executive
compensation.
Announcing the move, BC Ferries’ Board

Chair Donald Hayes said, ‘Since 2010,
when government implemented
its Bill 20 amendments to the
Coastal Ferry Act restricting
executive compensation,
BC Ferries has fully
complied with the
restrictions. In addition,
the company has also cut
both the number of
executives and the total
executive compensation paid
by more than 50%.
‘While the Board strongly

believes that the bonus plan for executives
and managers has driven significant results in
all areas of the company’s performance, we have
decided, at the request of the Minister of
Transportation and Infrastructure, to replace
the plan with a salary holdback plan tied to
achievement of financial and business results,
similar to crown corporations. As well, once the
change to the holdback plan is complete, salaries
for affected executives and managers will be
frozen until 2016.’
The salary holdbacks will be implemented in

two phases. Effective April 1, the bonus plan for

executives is discontinued and a salary holdback
will be implemented whereby a portion of the
executive’s salary is held back and payable only
upon the ‘achievement of stretch targets’ set by
the Board. This approach will apply to senior
managers effective on April 1.
Also on April 1, 2014, the bonus plan for all
other managers will be discontinued. A

holdback plan for this group is not
feasible or consistent with the
government’s policy. In lieu,
salaries will be adjusted based
on historical four-year bonus
plan payments.
President and CEO, Mike

Corrigan, will also be subject
to the holdback arrangement.
However, since his
appointment to the position of

President and CEO in January 2012,
Corrigan’s compensation has been

capped, and he earns less than 60% of his
predecessor. His compensation strictly complies
with the Coastal Ferry Act, as amended by Bill
20, which requires that his compensation not
exceed the remuneration that provincial public
sector employers in BC provide for similar
positions.
Hayes concluded by saying, ‘The Board is

committed to attract and retain a skilled and
experienced management team to successfully
operate this highly complex marine
transportation system, which is one of the
largest in the world.’ 0

All Fools Day bonuses

‘Consistent
with crown corporations,

the salary holdbacks will be
applied to a maximum base
salary comprised of the executives’
and senior managers’ existing
base rate plus the average
amount of bonus they have
received over the past

four years.’ 

DFO from previous page



Oilspill Unready
Dear Editor:
Thank you to Patrick Brown for his article on oil spill readiness.
I would like to point out that oil spill readiness implies that it is
possible for oil spills to be cleaned up without generating a
further disaster: significant damage to human health.
I direct the readers to an article by Dahr Jamail, ‘BP’s

Widespread Human Health Crisis’, in which it is alleged that
the health of 170,000 people has been severely affected by the
chemicals used in the Gulf of Mexico BP oil spill clean up of
2010. Toxicologists warned, prior to the spill, that the chemicals
would be damaging. Now the evidence is pouring in.
People suffered similar symptoms after the clean up of the

Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska. 
Why, with this information, do we assume that a spill can be

successfully cleaned up at all?
Rowan Percy, Salt Spring Island

Roberts Bank Expansion Deadline
Dear Editor:
Further to your recent article ‘Coal port expansion threatens
Fraser estuary’, draft guidelines for the environmental
assessment of the Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Project were
released by the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency
on November 8.  Comments are
being accepted until December 8.
The project would more than double
the size of the existing container
shipping terminal.
In addition to the worrisome

aspects at the site, the up-to-1,000
additional ship transits through
Browning Passage, Haro Strait and
on into the Strait of Juan de Fuca
could have significant
environmental impacts for the Gulf
Islands as well.
Along with other development

projects currently on the books,
including the Trans Mountain oil
shipment project, large ship traffic
through these straits could reach up
to 22 transits every day. This is
within designated critical habitat for
the endangered Southern Resident
Killer Whales, which are sensitive to
acoustic disturbance from ships. The
possibility of oil spills (container
ships carry a lot of fuel to traverse the
Pacific Ocean) increases with
increased traffic. The quality of life in
the Gulf Islands could be
detrimentally affected by a large oil
spill. There are other concerns as
well.
CEAA has decided to ignore

environmental concerns along the
marine shipping route. These
concerns are not included in the scope of the assessment. You
can view the guidelines, and a description of the project, at
www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca .
Please write to RobertsBank@ceaa-acee.gc.ca and request

that the scope be expanded to include your concerns. And
express your concerns. 

Trevor Jones, Federation of BC Naturalists, Vancouver  

Beware Of A False Premise
Dear Editor:
Action on climate change is more critical than we’ve been led to
believe. Beware of a false premise. If you’re made to believe that
2 plus 2 no longer equals 4—but instead 3.5 or any other figure
you may think of—the bookshelves you build might not fit too
well. 
On October 10, Island Tides printed a David Suzuki article,

with which I take issue. There’s nothing wrong with this article’s
title, ‘IPCC report shows action on climate change is critical’,
and nothing wrong with the overall message: that we’re in a great
deal of trouble. But the article does contain a fundamental flaw.

While it’s true ‘the IPCC report gathers the best science from
around the world,’ if you read the Suzuki article carefully you’ll
see this statement: ‘…governments of almost 200 countries
agreed global average temperature increases must be kept
below 2°C to avoid catastrophe. (Please note the use of the word
‘governments’, not ‘scientists’.) 
Catastrophe has already arrived for many of our planet’s

inhabitants and species. We need to understand the choice of
2°C as an acceptable limit for global temperature rise is a
political one, not a scientific one. 
Where did this figure, ‘2°C’, come from, I wonder? My guess

is it was produced by some world leader, a political
representative of the corporate world, more specifically the
energy sector. As I remember, it first appeared as a limit for
global temperature rise sometime around the fiasco of climate
negotiations in Copenhagen in 2009, and since then, this
dangerous and erroneous assumption has been so often
repeated it has become universally accepted. 
However, we now have new and I believe more reliable

information. On October 10, Naturemagazine published an
astounding and frightening paper with the somewhat bland
title, ‘The projected timing of climate departure from recent

variability,’ by Camilo Mora and
colleagues at the University of Hawaii.
Their data was derived from 39 Earth
System Models developed independently
by 21 climate centers in 12 different
countries. 
Using two scenarios—one for business-

as-usual and the other for greenhouse gas
emissions stabilization—the date at any
given location on earth when even the
coolest summer days will become
irreversibly hotter than the hottest days
now will be 2047 and 2069 respectively.
In my opinion, based on the data in the
Nature article, the year 2100 has become
irrelevant to any discussion of future
climate, as has also 2°C. 
For those who don’t subscribe Nature

magazine, see an excellent analysis of this
study by Lisa Shirota at the University of
Hawaii, ‘Study in Nature reveals urgent
new time frame for climate change’.
Shirota quotes Camilo Mora, the lead
author, as saying, ‘The results shocked us.
Regardless of the scenario, changes will be
coming soon. Within my generation,
whatever climate we were used to will be
a thing of the past.’
Another article, ‘Shock Outlook for to

Local Weather’, was also based on the
Naturestudy and posted on October 10 at
the Climate News Network blog. It
contains a list of world cities with the dates
when the climate patterns for each will
‘shift continuously beyond the most
extreme records experienced in the last
150 years,’ if, that is, we continue to emit

GHG emissions at the present rate.
Some cities have essentially run out of time, as can been seen

from the images of Tacloban following the horrific and
unprecedented Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines. Manokwari
in Indonesia will see a permanent, dangerous temperature rise
in as little as seven years, and many more tropical cities will soon
succumb to extreme weather regimes. 
For the most vulnerable of the world’s peoples in the tropical

and sub-tropical zone, to tell them they’ll be all right if global
temperature is kept below 2ºC by 2100 is to play a cruel joke on
them.
And the joke’s on all of us here, too. For Vancouver, the

crucial year for irreversible climate change is 2056, a long time
before 2100. 
We all want and need hope, but we should not accept false

hope. Those who send out misleading messages may be well-
intentioned or just misinformed, but they do us all a disservice.

www.islandtides.com
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LETTERS, please turn to page 9

Harper’s Oil
With Harper’s oil - don’t get me wrong -
We’ll have an economy that’s strong; 
With market share and dividend
Prosperity could never end;
With jobs galore along the  route
The pipeline’s takes—who gives a hoot
For catastrophic climate change;
No doubt the Almighty will arrange
To change the change and make it stop—
With Harper’s oil.

So, oil-producers give a cheer,
Bonanza years at last are here, 
While as for fortunate investors—
These lucky times will be their best years;
And when it comes to the ‘deficit’  
The government will hardly miss it. 
And if our climate changes faster
We’ll just ignore the next disaster—
With Harper’s oil.

But let’s consider me and you,
What benefits to us accrue.
For if you are a working stiff
Your life will hardly change—but if
You live like me in a flood plain
Perhaps you’d better think again;
Much hardship waits around the corner
As our old earth gets slowly warmer—
A symptom that is clearly due
To Harper’s oil.

H Barry Cotton

Short Memory Or…
Dear Editor:
No one has been able to explain to me why young men and
women serve in the Canadian Military for up to 20 years, risking
their lives & limbs, protecting our freedom, and only get about
40% of their pay upon retirement.
And if they get injured, if they lose an arm or a leg, if they are

blinded for life, this Conservative, Harper government hits
them again by taking away their pension. Yes, yourgovernment
hits them again, for life. Rejects them, by substituting their
pension with a measly ‘lump sum’ payment. ‘Take this and go
away. Hide yourselves from us!’
This is your government who, just this November 11 said ‘We

will remember them.’ Well did they remember them? Will you
remember which government took away their help?
Meanwhile, politicians hold their political positions in the

safe confines of the nation’s capital, protected by these same
men and women, and receive full-pay on retirement…after only
two terms. It just does not make any sense!!
If each person who cared would tell their friends who also

cared, then in three days most people in Canada would have
received this message. Would it help?
Not with this ‘caring’ government, I think. But they needn’t

be our government forever. This is a message that needs to be
retold. I just told you, will you tell others? If you choose not to,
you still will have made a choice, and these brave Canadian
heroes have given you that right!

Graeme Bregani, Saturna

Omnibus Bill
Dear Editor:
Prime Minister Harper’s new omnibus bill includes alterations
to the rights of unions, employment insurance, workplace
safety, immigration policy, Supreme Court appointments,
veterans affairs and more. These are very important changes
that need the appropriate amount of time to be debated and
not buried among a myriad of unrelated issues.
In a government who advertises its primary focus to be jobs

and a primary means of supplying jobs is to fast-track industry
applications, I am suspicious as to the reasons behind the
alterations to the hard-fought rights in the Canadian workplace.
How will reducing workplace safety standards and allowing
employers to fire workers who refuse to work in unsafe
conditions benefit Canadians? 
Will the employer then be able to hire immigrant workers if

Canadians refuse to work under these conditions? We already
have the situation wherein industry is going abroad to recruit a
skilled workforce unavailable in Canada. With the proposed
changes, will we have the same situation if workers abroad are
willing to work in conditions that our governments have
deemed to be unsafe in the past? I am hoping there will be some
information in the media from folks representing our work
forces that will calm my suspicions.

Leslie Goresky, Texada Island

We’ve got some new projects in the works, and we are
planning to get at them during our winter break from
print publishing. In fact, this year we are making the

break a bit longer than usual. This will be our last bumper news
edition for 2013. 
There has been a huge amount of in-depth news on the pages

of recent editions; that’s because there is so much going on that
needs to get out to our readers. We felt we must dig deep and
ante-up for the pages (see our panel on page 8 to see how you
can help).We’ve have never had so many people asking for
Island Tides’help in getting the word out, as lately.  
Because print, though very powerful, is also expensive we

are thinking of other ways to deliver the mass of news coming
at us. 
We also know that important news is not going to stop

coming in the next few weeks, so we plan to post new articles
on Island Tides’website. 
If you would like to join the thousands who get an email

message to tell them when each edition is online, send us your
email (newspaper@islandtides.com) and we will notify you
when we have a new story or two online. Otherwise, keep
checking back to www.islandtides.com. While you are there, you
could even browse through some back editions in our archive,
just for the nostalgia of it (and the gorgeous photos). 
It will be lovely, and exciting, to keep in touch this way and

we may have some other fun developments to announce at
www.islandtides.com. 
Island Tideswill be back in mailboxes on January 23. Happy

Holidays!



BC Green Party Interim-Leader, Adam Olsen has sent an open
letter to Premier Christy Clark  requesting the British Columbia
government remove the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC)
from the current core review and also reaffirm its support for
the modernization of the Commission that has been on-going
for the past three years.
Specifically Olsen requests the Premier to:
1. Remove the uncertainty. Take the ALC out of the current

core review process and commit to completing the
implementation of the recommendations from the 2010 core
review;
2. Commit to the ALC boundary review process. Engage

local citizens and stakeholders when reviewing the relevance of
the ALR boundaries;
3. Invest in enforcement. Increase the capacity of the ALC

to enforce their jurisdiction to ensure the appropriate activities
are occurring on agricultural land; and
4. Should she wish to have broader discussion about the

future of the Commission, do so with a clear and concise plan
that includes public input at the outset of the process.
‘British Columbians are very concerned about the future of

the Agricultural Land Commission and Agricultural Land

Reserve (ALR),’ said Olsen, ‘The ALC has been working very
hard to make their operations more effective and efficient, they
have been on a good path and the government rewarded them
in Budget 2013. I hope the Premier reaffirms the commitment
they have made earlier this year and removes the commission
from the current core review process.
‘The recent developments in the media regarding the

Minister of Agriculture, Pat Pimm and secret cabinet
documents released last week by Globe & Mail reporter Mark
Hume has caused confusion and fear, and have eroded public
confidence that the provincial government is committed to a
fair and transparent process regarding the future of the ALR.
‘On October 3, Chair of the Finance and Government

Services committee, Dan Ashton, on behalf of the government,
committed to giving the public ample opportunity to provide
input on potential changes to the commission,’ said Olsen.
‘Unfortunately, the government has not clearly identified the
opportunities for public input and the secret cabinet documents
suggest the government is prepared to proceed without proper
public engagement and stakeholder consultation. 
‘As a former Councillor in Central Saanich, I have been

following this issue closely for a number of years. I can say the
commission and reserve have a profound impact on the day-
to-day operations of the municipality.’ 0

Two good articles about the ALR, by Derek Masselink,
published May  2006, are in Island Tides online archives. go
to: www.islandtides.com/html/food.htm. While your there,
check out more of Island Tides amazing archives on all sorts
of topics.

www.islandtides.com
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LAND ACT: 
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
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Take notice that Margaret
Manson Johnston has applied
to the Ministry of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resource
Operations (MFLNRO), West
Coast Region for a Specific
Permission for Private Moorage
- Private Moorage, situated on
Provincial Crown land located at
Saltspring Island/vicinity of
Southey Point.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File # 1414173.
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations at
142-2080 Labieux Rd, Nanaimo,
BC, V9T 6J9, or emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. 
Comments will be received by
MFLNRO until December 12,
2013. MFLNRO may not be able
to consider comments received
after this date. Please visit our
website:
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applicatio
nPosting/index.jsp for more
information.
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information,   contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operation’s office in
Nanaimo.

Ina freak wind, Queen of Naniamo ran aground in Village
Bay, Mayne Island  on Saturday, November 2. She had just
discharged all cars and passengers from the Mainland after

cancelling a prior stop at Sturdies Bay, Galiano Island (that port
is notorious for its windage, due to exposure from the open
strait). 
Because of the weather, the captain had made a decision not

to return to the Mainland, as scheduled, but to go to the ship’s
homeport at Long Harbour, Salt Spring Island, taking one car
bound for that port. 
Peter Easthope a passenger from the ship, who had

transferred to Mayne Queen reports that, as Queen of Nanaimo
backed out of Mayne Island’s Berth 2, a  blast of wind caught
her broadside on the port side and swung the ship around,
narrowly missing Mayne Queen in Berth 1 and reducing

floating lead timbers ‘to match wood’. 
The captain made a valiant effort to leave the

bay, but once again caught the wind on the
portside. It was a losing battle in slow-motion.
The crew dropped two bow anchors but the
stern continued to swing and ran aground on
the other side of the narrow bay. A private dock
on that shoreline was damaged. 
No-one was hurt and a tug subsequently

came and pulled the vessel off. 
Ferry staff and Routes, 5, 5A, and 4 got

everyone home.
Queen of Nanaimo eventually went into

Burrard Drydock for repairs to a propellor. She
was in repair, and Route 9 service cancelled,

until Friday, November 15. Southern Gulf Islands traffic
was rerouted via Swartz Bay.
Rumour has it she is now sporting one of the Queen of

Burnaby’spropellors (the other venerable Queen, from the
Comox-Powell River route, was in the drydock for a
extensive, winter-long refit.)
The bigger ferries in BC Ferries fleet with high, enclosed

sides are vulnerable to windage and are always the first
ones to be kept in port in a blow. 
The Queen of Nanaimo is slated to go out of service in

2014 but Southern Gulf Islanders are not holding their
breath. Proposed new vessels will be open-decked and may
be without a cafeteria. Ferryriders on the 3-hour, 5-port,
Route Nº9 are already lamenting their ‘All Aboard’ hot
breakfasts. The Queen of Nanaimo’s cafeteria is a money-
maker for the ferry corporation. 0

A queen in trouble 

Photo: Toby Snelgrove

Stern being blown to starboard to run aground

View from Mayne Queen: smashed floating
lead, grounded Queen of Nanaimo: 
Photo: Ed Andrusiak

Tiny tug pulls her off 

Photo: Toby Snelgrove

BC Greens ask for Agricultural Land Commission to be
removed from core review
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Take notice that Fernando
Augusto Simoes Dos Santos
and Tammy Louise Rustad
Dos Santos has applied to the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO), West Coast Region
for a Specific Permission for
Private Moorage and a
Geothermal Loop situated on
Provincial Crown land located
at Saltspring Island/vicinity of
Ganges Harbour. 
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File # 1414170 &
1414171. Written comments
concerning this application
should be directed to the
Section Head, Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations at 142 -
2080 Labieux Rd, Nanaimo,
BC, V9T 6J9, or emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo
@gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by MFLNRO until
December 11, 2013. MFLNRO
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website:
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applicati
onPosting/index.jsp for more
information. 
Be advised that any response to
this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operation’s office in
Nanaimo.



head above water and being grounded is
almost impossible. What helped me keep going
was that Jon was so stalwart, and we are a
team, and I must give strength, and keep strong
and be able. We are lucky, we have a chance for
more time and indeed we have more time right
now, each minute.
One funny things is that I now have a cell

phone and lug it around all the time—the
ringtone is barking dogs! Digital devices—to
which Jon and I have paid scant attention, even
disdained, and hadn’t a clue how to use—have
proved invaluable!
Life is so urban and digital and there are so

many people. Then our lovely friends from
Saturna come and visit and bring food items
from home and a whiff of the familiar, of our

life for so many years. 
Thank you to friends and neighbours all

across  the Gulf Islands who know and love Jon
and have sent so many good wishes and who
come to visit us in the ‘big smoke’. We are ever
grateful for the love, concern and support that
comes our way. When Jon’s health allows it, we
look forward to coming home and into the
loving circle of friends and community,
spacious sea and sky, and wild things.  
What an irony. I have never aspired to

urban life. Always, after a long day in
Vancouver, I have driven over the Knight Street
bridge and smiled as the sun shone off the
water, and was sure I saw the Islands in the
distance—the way home. Yet, in order for Jon
to have his best chance—proximity to cancer
treatment—we are in the city with its hustle and
bustle and, well, I wouldn’t leave!0
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Photo: Len Walker

Bowser residents are concerned about seaweed harvesting with vehicles, which damages
the foreshore ecology. 

More ferries ‘Community
Consultations’
A previously unannounced, unadvertised, and hurriedly
organized series of community consultations about ferry
services will be held in the late November and early December.
This round of consultations has been initiated by the BC
Ministry of Transportation.
Information available at press time indicates that the subject

of the ‘further round of community engagement’ will be the
‘sustainability’ of the coastal ferry system, and that it will be a
follow-up to the last round, completed in March, 2013.
At the conclusion of the previous community consultations,

which were clearly aimed at determining the acceptability of
service cuts as a means of ‘addressing cost pressures’, it was
noted that a further round of consultations would be
undertaken prior to any action being taken.
The meetings will be held in communities served by

northern and minor routes, except the Southern Gulf Islands.
A schedule of the meetings, and available background material,
will be found in the advertisement on this page.

‘Open House’ Format
The format will be ‘open house’, which means that suggested
conclusions will be presented on a series of displays, followed
by a 90-minute question and answer session. 
This controlled format has its limitations. Its results can only

be expressed in terms of the approval or disapproval of the
suggested conclusions, rather than the presentation and
discussion of any alternatives.
The BC Ferry and Marine Workers’ Union promised to

attend ‘each and every one of the meetings they have planned’
in order to present ‘factual information’ to the public. BCFMU
President Chris Abbott accused the government of a ‘loss of
credibility’ regarding the Coastal Ferry Act model for BC Ferries.
He comments that the first sentence of the November 12 news-
release from, interestingly, the Ministry of Transport,  says it
all: ‘The BC Coastal Ferry Service has been wrestling with cost
pressures for more than 20 years which, if not addressed, could
threaten the sustainability of the entire system.’ 

The Last Survey
The previous round of community consultations yielded some
700 written comments from affected communities. The final
report was released on March 5, 2013. Its final appendix was a
little-noticed 500-person survey by Mustel Group, asking
respondents their preferences on service reductions for minor
route ferries.
The survey was province-wide, rather than concentrated on

ferry-served communities, and the survey report indicated that
the final sample is ‘proportionally representative of the
population of British Columbia according to age, gender, and
region’. This means that replies from the Greater Vancouver
area would dominate the results.
Not surprisingly, according to the report, about two-thirds

of respondents agreed with reductions in service, and with all
the other survey suggestions (including bridges) to achieve cost
savings. 0

Friends and family have kept us in close
touch with Saturna while we have been
on this rollercoaster ride with Jon and

cancer and we can actually see the barest
outlines of Saturna from the 15th floor of the
Vancouver General Hospital, as well as a
amazing view of Vancouver and the
mountains. A huge area around the hospital is
smoke-free, including the parking lot and you
see tiny clumps of people, furtively smoking in
the bushes! 
For three years, while I was driving freight

for the General Store I often drove along Oak
Street and looked at the hospital as I went by,
‘Hmm, hospital for Vancouver folks’. Well it
turns out it is not just for those locals, it is a
major teaching, research, and treatment centre
serving the province and indeed the world. 
For leukemia, the cancer that Jon has

developed, it is world-renowned for its team
treatment approach, with staff from around
the world. Every morning you can see a team
of ten or more discussing their cases in the
‘fishbowl’—a glass-walled meeting room in the
center of the nurses and doctors station. And
then your doctor will come around to explain
and discuss what has been decided. 
Jon has received the most compassionate

skilled care since the start of our journey first
at Saturna Islands’ medical clinic (just after
Thanksgiving), then on to the Royal Jubilee
Hospital in Victoria, where Jon was diagnosed,
and now as an out-patient at Vancouver
General Hospital. Family members can visit all

day and in some cases stay overnight. 
I was called in at 11:30pm about an

emergency procedure and told, ‘Yes, come and
be with Jon, you will make a difference.’
Patients recover quicker with family. What a
huge change from the old days when Gulf
Islanders or anyone else could visit only during
visiting hours no matter when the ferries came
and went.   Outpatient care is 24-hour, seven-
days-a-week with phone support. 
What a relief to know you are receiving the

best care possible and don’t have to travel to
another country trying to find that better cure.
We made it through a near-death experience
with good fortune, the full support of the
Canadian healthcare system, Jon’s tough
Scottish constitution and humour, and the love
and support of family and friends. Living in a
country with public healthcare, we do not have
to make life-draining decisions between future
economic survival and needed healthcare. Are
we grateful? Yes, we are!
Living our lives for so long amidst Saturna

community gives us the wind in our sails. We
are a part of a larger, caring community. I feel
blessed, my heart goes out to the people from
far, far away in the province, and hope that they
are getting the support that they need. 
This experience has been a time of

incredible upheaval. The first weeks were the
most  stressful that I have ever lived through. I
have a new comprehension of the depth of
emotional pain when the very clear possibility
of losing a life partner is present. Keeping your

Saturna Notes - Priscilla Ewbank
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The poets and philosophers,
as usual, are right: nature
inspires us, gives us

strength, and brings meaning to
our lives. But these days, the human disconnect with
the natural world is reaching critical proportions. In
fact, ‘Nature Deficit Disorder” has become a
recognized syndrome associated with a host of
physical, mental and social problems. 
Society now has to devise ways to deliberately

bring humans into contact with the natural world,
strange as that may seem, especially to us rural folk.
Schools are building gardens and outdoor
classrooms. Urbanites are flocking to farmers’
markets for the experience of connecting their food
to its earthy origins. And there are programs like the
David Suzuki 30x30 Nature Challenge, which
invited Canadians to spend 30 minutes a day, for 30
days, outside.
This is where Christmas craft fairs fit in. These

events are long-standing traditions in many places,
but arguably reach perfection on the islands of the
Salish Sea, due, I believe, to our particularly artistic
communities, and our passionate involvement in
our natural environment.
Although shopping, or vending, at a craft fair

doesn’t count as direct immersion in nature, it does
bring buyers and creators into an intimate,
appreciative relationship with her many fruits.  
As media coordinator for the Denman Island

Christmas Craft Faire, I spend a lot of time thinking
about our fair, and I am struck by the many ways
nature’s four elements are so abundantly
transformed. Earth is perhaps predominant. A

crystalline-glazed vase from master potter Gordon
Hutchens, a two-foot wide wine-red platter from
Tom Dennis, a necklace of clay beads from Mario
Von Tooren all tell a story of mud, transformed
through human hands and imagination into art. 
The earth element shines, literally, in the metals

and stones used by the fair’s many jewellers. As I
contemplate buying a pair of LeeAndra Jacobs’
sparkly Drucy Quartz earrings, I know that she and
her partner Bruce have carefully chiseled out the
stones from their mineral claim in the Fraser
Canyon. At a nearby booth, silversmith Cheryl
Jacobs' work features natural beach stone from one
of my favourite Denman locales, Pebble Beach. The
connection to place, to the ground beneath us, is
palpable, and is part of the beauty. 
Just like ceramic artists, metalworkers create

their magic through the alchemy of earth and fire. I
marvel at the way Stewart MacNutt crafts such
delicate objects—tiny lifelike hummingbirds, elegant
herons—out of such solid material. And if I’m
looking for a gift for my pragmatic husband, I can
head over to Brett Vidler's booth to check out his
hand-forged ironwork tools. 
Water shows up in artisanal teas from

wildcrafted plants, and wine and mead from Hornby
Island. Also, scented soaps, lotions, and cosmetic oils
invoke the warm soothing waters of a bath where I
can pamper myself (oops, I mean where the person
I give these to can pamper themselves) with
products made of natural, locally-sourced

ingredients. 
And air? You can't make crafts out of air, but you

see its movement in the fluttering of a hand-dipped
candle flame, hear its vibrations when you listen to
the local children playing mandolin outside the
Community Hall, and smell it in the enchanting
scents of the fair: rose and sandalwood, espresso and
hot apple cider, beeswax and fir sap. 
Nature is everywhere: the forest manifests in

smooth wooden bowls, pens, and watches and in
marvellous willow baskets. The animals that graze
Denman's fields contribute, whether via a pair of
woollen socks, hand-knitted by the farmer who
raises the sheep, or an irresistibly cute little mouse
from resident needle-felter Christine O’Neill, who
makes dyes from local plants. Denman's gardens
provide big firm garlic heads for braids; fruit for
jams; and hot peppers for salsas and relishes.
By their very existence, craft fairs reconfigure our

relationship with shopping, with the objects we use
for play, utility and pleasure. They offer a welcome
counterpoint to the disconnect created by global
mass-production and consumption, bringing our
relationship with stuff a few satisfying steps closer
to sustainable. 
Denman’s Craft Fair is on December 7 & 8, (see
‘What’s On? page 11 for details). Many other coastal
communities offer craft fairs. Plan to attend one
near you, and turn your holiday shopping into a
nature encounter. 0

Roasting Fancy Coffee
for mail orders since 1982

from Thetis Island to you
www.potofgoldcoffee.com

•harvesting systems 
•design • installation 
• service
VISIT NEW WEBSITE!

Experience Counts!

BOB BURGESS 
250-246-2155

bob@rainwaterconnection.com
www.rainwaterconnection.com

10% Off Selected Homes!

You’ll be right at home!

1.888.296.8059 
www.wintonhomes.ca

BUY | RAISE | MOVE | LEVEL

RAISE Increase Square Footage
MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268 

BUY RECYCLED HOMES

MINI-ADS!
BE SEEN & DON’T

BUST THE BUDGET!

A crafty puzzle. What are all these humans busy making these fall days?

Transforming Earth’s Elements — Xmas Craft Fairs 
Laura Busheikin

‘Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.’—Albert Einstein
‘Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life lasts.’—Rachel Carson

‘One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.’ —William Shakespeare

The Simple 
High-Performance 
Septic System
Eljen GSF…Your A�ordable  
Solution for  Today’s 
Wastewater Challenges!

eljen.com

 

 

Ideal for New or 
Replacement Systems

Innovative Products and Solutions Since 1970

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

FOR SALE 
In Belize 

510ft seafront
w/acreage

U.S.$88,500
• Overlooking Cayes on 

secluded bay w/ beach
• Access by boat only
• Mostly low level 

tropical jungle
• Southern Toledo District 

3.7 mi. to Punta Gorda
Call Wendy: 

1-226-499-0392 or
cwmconsulting77@gmail.com
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If you wish you had been reading Island Tides for years—you can! 
Visit our online archive at www.islandtides.com

www.islandtides.com

IS YOUR
WELL WATER

SAFE TO DRINK?
Contamination can occur

without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

Thank you for the kind words, encouragement and interest in Island Tides this year. 
We’ll be back in mailboxes up and down the Salish Sea on Thursday, January 23, 2014. 

This is our last edition this year and Island Tides’ 24th birthday! It’s a great time for you

to send your 2014 contribution to keep your unique regional newspaper on the press.

Island Tides is a social enterprise. It draws Islanders together in a way which profits them and their

communities.The most effective way for readers to ensure that Island Tides continues to have lots

of news-packed pages is to give an annual ‘subscription’ for the newspaper that you already pick-up

or receive in the mail. Our suggested annual $30 is a modest place to start, but consider sending an

amount of your choice to help us cover staffing, production, printing, postage, delivery, news-

gathering, research, writing, photography, computers, internet, office equipment etc. 

Island Tides is worth paying for! 
Voluntary subscriptions work best if all our readers pitch in. Many people tell us they keep meaning to
send their voluntary subscription—if you have ever thought that, now is the time to do it. Not only

that, tell your friends and neighbours you did. It will remind them to contribute, too.

Mail your contribution to: Island Tides, Box 55, Pender Island, V0N 2M0
Or email your phone number to islandtides@islandtides.com and we will call back you back

after January 14 for your VISA/Mastercard and then we can say ‘thank you’ in person. 

Thanks again to those of you who made a previous voluntary subscription or donation.
Together you really make a difference!

To our advertisers, writers, photographers & readers…

Happy Holidays! 

— All the very best, Christa Grace-Warrick

Victoria 
(250) 412-1110 

Burnaby 
(604) 630-1114 

Courtenay 
(250) 339-6914 

www.watertiger.net 

Your Total 
Water Solution 

Gulf Islands Water Treatment 

Bacteria, Arsenic, Turbidity, Tannins-TOC, Hardness, much more! 

TYour 
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~ Rainwater Harvesting
~ Water treatment for wells,

surface supplies & seawater
~ Filtration & Disinfection
~ Slow sand filtration
~ Small systems Health

Authority approvals

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!
Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands
Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Clayoquot Sound Blockade’s 20th Anniversary was marked by a panel discussion at Alix Goolden Hall in Victoria. In 1993, 1,200 people
camped-out to protect the ancient rainforest, after a disastrous government logging decision. The blockade was a landmark in non-violent
protest. 850 people were arrested and many tried in a mass-trial.

November 13 speakers were preceeded by a awe-inspiring slideshow of intact temperate rain forest, unique on the North and South
Americas’ seaboard. Briony Penn moderated the panel discussion. 

Seattle Post-Intelligencer journalist Joel Connelly talked engagingly of how the Clayquot Blockade had gone world-wide and he gave
cogent insights into the present. Tla-o-qui-aht and Ahousat First Nations’ representatives Sayo Massa and John Rampanen talked of
present day challenges in conserving their lands. Blockade veteran Valerie Langer clearly described the techniques used then and how
they have evolved in 20 years, particularly into forming broad alliances. MP Elizabeth May described how the ‘corporatization of government
had marginalized protest’ and that participation in all public events and complete non-violence was imperative nowadays. 

Vancouver highschool students are taking on the Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers and Canadian Geographic
magazine over their newly launched ‘Energy IQ’ project. 
On November 5, an open letter challenged the project.

Written by two Windermere Secondary School students, and
including over five hundred signatures from students, parents,
teachers and community members, it was sent to Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) and Canadian
Geographic. 
‘The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers is

Canada’s largest and loudest public relations and lobby group
for the tar sands, they have no place being in our schools,’ said
Sophia, one of the Windermere Students. ‘The Energy IQ
project barely touches the urgent need for a shift away from
fossil fuels, and downplays the implications of climate change
on Canada and the world.’ 
The letter highlights a number of problems with the Energy

IQ curriculum. It points out that the definition for oil sands and
tar sands are copied verbatim from the CAPP website, and that
the vast majority of content is focused on fossil fuels with little
critique of the risks related to climate change, pipeline spills and
more. The letter also highlights CAPP’s role in changing

Canadian environmental and climate policy. ‘CAPP is the same
organization that has been directly linked to the gutting of
Canada’s environmental legislation,’ said Sydney, another
student from Windermere. ‘Climate change is the biggest issue
facing our generation, and we simply can’t allow a tar sands and
fracking lobby group to be delivering its version of the truth to
students.’
Canadian Geographic has also been targeted in the letter

for their willingness to work with CAPP on a project aimed at
students. ‘It’s one thing if Canadian Geographic wants to
undermine its credibility by publishing ads by an oil company
or working with them on a magazine issue, but it’s something
else completely to partner with a major tar sands lobby group
to produce materials for a school,’ said Cameron Fenton,
director of OurClimate.ca, the Canadian Youth Climate
Coalition, which helped to launch the letter. ‘Canadian
Geographic is giving ‘Big Oil’ a megaphone and putting them
on stage in our schools, and that’s just plain wrong.’ 
Students across Canada will be working with teachers and

other groups to continue to challenge this project in the coming
weeks with school campaigns set to be launched. 0

Highschool students challenge tar sands lobby ‘cirriculum’

Photo: TJ Watt



The threat of uncontrollable climate change is
far more serious than we are being told, and
immediate action is even more urgent. We
citizens deserve to know the whole truth, and
we sense when we’re not getting it. Nothing but
the truth will inspire us take the quick and
forcible action needed to save ourselves and
our world. 
A sneak preview of a Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change report due out next
March has appeared online. Carnegie
Institution climate scientist Chris Field, who
heads the report, comments, ‘We’ve seen a lot
of impacts and they’ve had consequence.’ He
adds, ‘The reason I’m not depressed is because
I see the difference between a world in which
we don’t do anything and a world in which we
try hard to get our arms around the problem.’
See:www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/
2013/11/02/warming-report-sees-violent-
sicker-poorer-future.

Dorothy Cutting, Salt Spring Island

What’s Happened To
Democracy?

Dear Editor:
It’s a treat to read the political savvy of
Elizabeth May, as democracy descends into the
meaningless primeval. Who can blame
anyone, the pace of life being too quick to think. 
Reading between her lines, to reinvent

democracy is the issue of the day , and as Ms
May correctly points out the politicians can

only rule with the consent of the governed.
We’ve always known the rule that 51% wins,

so when the referendum on proportional
representation passed with 59%, and was not
allowed, for failing to reach 60%, you saw a
rigged game play out. What is interesting now
is that the voter turnout in the last BC election
was 51%. One c0uld conclude when the voter
turnout drop below 50% the political realm
loses it’s right to govern.
No 50%, no rule. Elections BC looks

worried.
This year the legislature will only sit for 32

days, and I think the ruling party must like
having only protesters as the official
opposition, as they are not paid, and leaving a
true debate by the citizenry obscured by
partisan politics.
Debate is not happening,
What to do? You could make things

exciting by creating a referendum on
proportional representation which when the
voter turnout dropped below 50%, it would
come into play by default. Hence reinventing
our democracy for the 21st century.
I’m really surprised that no-one who is

being paid is looking after our democracy. It’s
always the passion of the protester, the
apparent fringe group who keeps it alive. Why
doesn’t the Official Opposition who is financed
by us do this? 
Imagination it looks like has vanished into

the primeval as well. It’s more satisfying to

grow your carrots, and ignore the whole thing.
At least you’ll be fed. 
Some may say that those people who don’t

vote don’t deserve to have an influence. But
anyone I know who didn’t vote in the last
election wasn’t engaged in the shallow,
irrelevant discourse which passed for debate,
and refused to sacrifice their right. 
A politician only really has a two-year-

opening to do anything for a sustainable vision
of, say, our forests which need a 150-year
window of involvement.
We are without debate hurtling into the

unknown and why blame the citizenry?
Bananas anyone?

Hugh McNab, Read Island

www.islandtides.com

BULLETIN BOARD

On Time & On Budget

• Foreshore Applications
• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

Technical services for

Water Wells
Aquifers

Groundwater

Hy-Geo 
Consulting

(250) 658-1701
information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

Dave 250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640

“We don’t stand 
behind our work, 

we stand behind a tree.”

NEXT DEADLINE Jan 15 

250.216.2267  *

islandtides@islandtides.com

• WATERWELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE

An Island Family Business for 
47 Years!

1-800-746-7444 
250-537-8456

www.drillwell.com          
drill@drillwell.com Near Sidney, Saanich,

Victoria, Ferries & Airport
Seniors’ Specials 

Long & Short Term

Car Rentals

gsaautorentals.com
1.800.809.0788

Mention ad for discount!

Besley
Design & Build
Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Renovations & Additions
Timberworks & Arbors

25 years experience
Licensed & Insured

Call Ron for free estimateH
AV

E 
BO

AT
  •

  W
IL

L 
TR

AV
EL

rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885  

FIREWOOD
F O R  S A L E

2-4 Cord Loads
Call Ian for pricing

250-539-5463

DIVE
SERVICES
throughout the
Gulf Islands

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199/250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net
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MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands). 
Regular meetings of the Board 
of School Trustees will be held on
Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at
School Board Office, Ganges and
on Jan 8, 2014 at SIMS, both
meetings commencing at 1pm.
Agenda:
ttp://sd64.bc.ca/district/school–b
oard-meetings. Public Welcome!  

The Gulf Islands App is a multi-media web app that
reaches out to the Southern Gulf Islands area.
Receiving thousands of page views each month we are
becoming the web site for local information. We are
seeking a talented and highly motivated commission
based sales person to join our advertising department.
This salesperson plans and directs selling activities
and the servicing and development of local customers
in the digital advertising space. Responsibilities
include establishing sales goals and responsibility for
new business development and account management
in the digital advertising space. Job Responsibilities:
meet revenue and customer satisfaction objectives,

responsible for sales and retention of all local, digital
advertising accounts. Job Requirements: must be
knowledgeable in or willing to learn digital sales, must
be knowledgeable in or willing to learn advertising
sales, be creative and be able to develop ideas that
help customers solve problems, online advertising
sales experience is not required. We invite you to
explore our Web App with a mobile device @
gulfislandsapp.com and take a closer look at who we
are and what we offer. Reply with resume to
contact@finditlocalbc.com, or PO Box 26, Pender
Island, BC, V0N 2M2.

HELP WANTED

LETTERS, please turn to page 10

LETTERS from page 4

Site C dam hearings start Dec 9
The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency’s review of
BC Hydro’s proposed Site C dam on the Peace River in
northeast BC will begin public hearings in Fort St John on
December 9. In addition to Fort St John, sessions will be held
in Hudson’s Hope, Prince George, Chetwynd, Dawson Creek,
and Peace River. 
The project components are an earthfill dam 1,050 metres

long and 60 metres high, an 1,100-megawatt generating station
and associated structures, an 83-km long reservoir, realignment
of four sections of Highway 29 and two 77-km transmission
lines along an existing transmission line right-of-way
connecting Site C to the existing provincial power grid.
The three-member panel, Hary Swain, James Mattison, and

Jocelyne Beaudet will also hold sessions in Aboriginal
communities. Hearings are expected to be complete in January. 
Persons wishing to participate in the hearings should register

as soon as possible, using the one-page registration form
available on the web: www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca. (There is no
indication of any restrictions on who may participate.)
The preliminary schedule, also available on the web, includes

dates and times for general, topic-specific, and community
sessions. 0

Unifor, Canada’s newest labour union, has donated $50,000
to Oxfam-Canada Philippines Typhoon Emergency fund
providing emergency assistance to those affected by Typhoon
Haiyan.
‘This tragedy in the Philippines is heartbreaking,’ said Unifor

national president Jerry Dias. ‘It has deeply touched the lives
of Canadians, particularly those who have family and friends
back in the Philippines.’
‘Unifor estimates that the union represents thousands of

members of Philippine origin in Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal,
Vancouver and other areas of the country. ‘Our members are
deeply concerned by this terrible storm and its lasting
implications,’ said Dias.
The union is also calling on its local unions and members to

make a donation to the union’s Social Justice Fund–Typhoon
Haiyan fund. Contributions made by individuals will be
doubled by the federal Philippines Crisis matching fund. 
Dias also raised the issue of climate change and Canada’s

recent disastrous record. ‘We cannot continue to ignore the role
of climate change in so-called ‘natural disasters.’ It is not
enough that we provide aid after the fact—lives are destroyed
and whole communities decimated.
‘The devastation in the Philippines has affected 9.5 million

people, with more than 800,000 displaced, and a death toll that
is still undetermined. As well, the thousands of people who had
already been displaced by the recent earthquake and were living
in temporary shelters are now once again fighting for survival. 

Stop Fracking
Meanwhile at home, Unifor, which is Canada’s largest energy
union, is calling for a Canada-wide moratorium on all new oil
and gas fracking. Already the provinces of Quebec and
Newfoundland and Labrador have introduced moratoriums on
fracking. Nova Scotia has banned fracking while undertaking a
review.
Unifor is raising concerns about the safety and

environmental risks associated with fracking as well as the lack
of informed consent by First Nations about fracking activities
on traditional lands.
‘Unconventional gas fracking has the potential to have

catastrophic effects on our environment and economy. The
safety risks are also a major concern for our union,’ said Jerry
Dias. ‘Just because we can carry out this activity does not mean
we should.’ Dias also noted that it would be folly for Canada to
reorient our entire energy infrastructure around a short-term
surge in an unsustainable energy supply. 0

Relief for the Philippines



The Case For A Carbon Tax
Dear Editor: 
Even as dead bodies piled up in city streets, pre-industrial
Europeans did not know the cause of horrific epidemics that
killed millions and destroyed the quality of life in many cities.
As a result, pit toilets continued to be built close to drinking
water wells—a really bad idea. 
Now I use this historic example of an environmental crisis

because I am a microbiologist, but mostly because I want
average citizens to lobby their politicians to act on climate
change—another historic crisis that is already killing people and
destroying lives in far-off places like Bangladesh; and some day,
here. 
And one idea that we can support and promote with

politicians is to create a rapidly increasing carbon tax system;
that is, a tax on all fossil fuels—gas and oil and coal.
As a scientist and microbiologist in the 1800s, Louis Pasteur

showed that deadly and unseen bacteria were polluting
drinking water, even though the water looked clean. As a result,
much of Europe was plunged into a crisis of diseases and death. 
And now in a similar pattern, modern-day scientists have

shown that our atmosphere is highly polluted with carbon gases
from fossil fuels like gas and oil - even though the air above our
heads also looks clean. And as a result, our climate is breaking
down due to global warming caused by those greenhouse gases.
As a result of Pasteur’s work, Europeans learned not to pee

into their drinking water. And similarly, we need to stop peeing
carbon dioxide into our air. We need a mandatory and collective
response to climate change that is fair to all. 
Those early European municipalities used just such a

mandatory system to fund the disinfection of their drinking
water – they collected a water tax. As a result, people stopped
dying in the streets, the economy prospered and cities thrived
– and so a great environmental and human crisis was avoided.
And now, as our society charges recklessly from one climate

change disaster after another – we need carbon taxes, at every
level of government. These taxes would provide strong and
immediate financial incentives to all citizens to reduce their
carbon emissions and to stop climate change weather
catastrophes from destroying our economy, and our lives.  
Sure, a diminishing group of climate change deniers make

a lot of noises imagining that climate change is an illusion, that
life will proceed just fine without any need to respond to climate
change, and that the polar ice cap is doing just fine – just fine,
really? 
But after Hurricane Sandy, flooding in Toronto and Calgary

this summer and record breaking temperatures in many parts
of the world, most of us get it. Continuing disastrous weather
patterns will soon make these fossil fuel fools extinct. So leave
them in the dustbin of history, we can’t afford to wait.
Extreme weather events will end up costing us all big bucks;

for example, increased insurance rates and municipal taxes to
repair flooded buildings, roads and bridges. And this ignores
the social cost of climate change – how will our children play
outside when the temperatures soars to 50ºC, as it has in
Turkey and other locations?
The existing BC provincial carbon tax, $30 per tonne of

carbon dioxide released, is a good start, but too modest to
prevent oncoming weather catastrophes—and has,
nonsensically, been frozen by the present Liberal government. 
As for any hope that the federal government will assume its

moral responsibility to act on climate change; well, more is
happening than meets the eye in spite of Mr. Harper’s
vilification of carbon taxes. As of right now, it appears that they
may consider some type of carbon pricing at the federal level
due to pressure from the Americans regarding their desire to
start the Keystone XL pipeline project – also, totally nonsensical
if we want a stable climate.
According to the BC Sustainable Energy Association

(BCSEA), federal government Pricy Council documents,
obtained under access-to-information laws, ‘highlight calls from
the World Bank for ‘putting a price on carbon for developed
countries and say that Canada could support other countries
implementing this proposal.’ And we know that Environment
Canada has told the government that strong climate change
policies could help create jobs and growth. 
In the US, all four previous heads of the US Environmental

Protection Agency, appointed by republican presidents, now
agree that ‘a market-based approach, like a carbon tax would
be the best path to reducing greenhouse-gas emissions’. 
That above quote from the New York Times demonstrates

that carbon taxes should not be a left or right-wing political
struggle. Due to the political and social stupidity of many
republicans which prevent clear political action on climate
change, the Obama administration has recently created new
estimates for the ‘social cost of carbon.’ 
This concept of a social cost of carbon will play a crucial role

in proposed emissions-reduction regulations for power plants
- prices were adjusted to $38 per ton in 2015 compared with
$23.80 per ton in 2010. Hey, a type of carbon tax.
And huge corporations are also initiating carbon taxes in

their internal business plans. Microsoft, for example, now sets
an internal price on carbon. Its various corporate divisions pay
an incremental price linked with the carbon emissions
associated with energy consumption and business air travel -
the funds are then used to invest internally in energy efficiency,
renewable energy and carbon offset projects globally.
So carbon taxes are not a radical idea. Even big ‘C’ political

conservatives should recognize that carbon taxes would allow
the market place to ‘conserve’ our society by guiding us away
from a fossil fuel economy.
Thanks to the progressive local politicians in my

municipality of North Cowichan on Vancouver Island, we
already have a community tax—as of 2013, there will be a 0.5%
surcharge on our property tax to be used for projects that lower
our collective municipal carbon emissions. Okay, to save face,
let politicians call it ‘carbon pricing’ or a ‘tax surcharge’ instead
of a ‘carbon tax’. 
According to the Canadian Pembina Institute, ‘seven out of

twelve BC communities reported that a carbon tax was a
positive element in building the business case for their [green]

projects’.  Apparently, even the small BC provincial carbon tax
is encouraging this shift away from fossil fuels—and please note,
without harming the economy.
We need carbon taxes on an urgent basis to discourage fossil

fuel consumption because, don’t forget, world-wide carbon
emissions into our atmosphere are accelerating—last year had
the highest rate of release of man-made carbon dioxide in
history. And there is more climate crap coming down on us
from global warming events unless we act quickly. 
Remember, the chemical laws of the universe do not care

about our kid’s future – the breakdown of our climate is a
simple response to carbon pollution caused by burning fossil
fuels.
So carbon pricing at all levels of government, and at all levels

of the economy, would be a big help to phase out the burning
of fossil fuels – a win-win for a sustainable earth and for our
kids. And taxes may be the most economically efficient, least
bureaucratic and most democratic means of carbon pricing. 
Carbon taxes can finance the struggle against climate

change, can be phased in to allow an adjustment and learning
period, and can be used to rebate working people so that they
can afford renewable energy options.
Any program to phase out our careless burning of fossil fuels

needs to be fair: rewarding good behaviour, discouraging bad
behaviour. So let’s promote carbon taxes. Let’s support and
encourage politicians to act on climate change quickly - see the
Citizens Climate Lobby at http://citizensclimatelobby.ca/.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, a famous American academic, said

that ‘taxes buy us a civilization’. At this time in history, carbon
taxes can buy us a sustainable civilization. 
By pricing carbon out of the market, we can give our kids the

gift of a stable climate.
Peter Nix, Maple Bay 

Roads Make Good Logging
Dear Editor:
I would like to alert readers to the active logging occurring on
the north end of Quadra Island by TimberWest Forest
Corporation (TW). The forests here are mainly second growth
with a few small remaining groves of large Douglas fir. The
north end of Quadra is boat access only, not connected by road
to the populated south end. This makes it difficult for residents
to easily view and comment on what is happening here. I
recently walked a number of new TW logging roads and was
dismayed to see they are pushed through some of Quadra’s very
last small groves of old growth. 
Yesterday I spoke with Rick Monchak of TimberWest

regarding their logging of old growth coastal Douglas fir in this
area and he assured me none was being cut, except those trees
that posed a safety hazard or happened to stand within a
roadway.
The problem is, there are very few stands of old growth

Douglas fir left on northern Quadra Island, and it seems like no
coincidence that roads are being built through, and to, these
last remaining trees. 
The photo shows a 400(approx)-year-old Douglas fir, that

stood amongst others of it's size, within a small grove on the
hillside above Octopus Islands Marine Park. A community
member has had multiple meetings with TimberWest voicing
his concerns over this very grove and others like it.

Unfortunately this ancient stand found itself in the middle
of a proposed road, and was recently fallen. 
We need to ask: Why are roads being pushed through these

extremely rare ecological communites?
We have 1% of the original coastal Douglas fir left standing.

Will we continue making excuses until the last tree falls?
If this concerns you, please tell: Brian Frank, CEO

TimberWest Forest Corp: frankb@TimberWest.com and
Domenico Iannidinardo, Vice President, Sustainability & Chief
Forester: iannidinardod@TimberWest.com

Tavish Campbell, Quadra Island 0
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A new agreement between the BC Environmental Assessment
Office (EAO) and the BC Oil and Gas Commission (OGC)
appears to remove any independence the EAO may have had
in dealing with oil and gas projects. An October 17, 2013
memorandum of understanding between the EAO and the
OGC commits the two organizations to work together in issuing
approvals for oil and gas projects. 
A November 8 provincial government press release

announcing the agreement says that it will
‘streamline environmental assessments and
permitting for liquefied natural gas projects by
reducing duplication and improving timeliness’.
‘Synchronous Permitting’

The Memorandum of Understanding(MOU)
requires the Environmental Assessment Office
to co-ordinate its application, assessment,
aboriginal consultation, decision, certification, and
compliance/enforcement actions with the Oil and Gas
Commission—a process termed ‘synchronous permitting’. 
The process would apply to any project which would

normally require a review under the Environmental
Assessment Act, and which would also require a permit,
authorization, or approval from the Oil and Gas Commission
(OGC).
The level of co-operation required goes well beyond any

protocol for the exchange of information; it requires the
involvement of OGC staff in the work of the Environmental
Assessment Office (EAO), and EAO staff in the work of the
commission.

No Change In Legal Powers
The government emphasizes that the MOU ‘does not

determine or affect the extent or exercise of legal
authority by either party’, but it does call for a
degree of integration that requires tradeoffs
between the oil and gas industry and
environmental concerns should be carried
out within the assessment process (and,
presumably, not in public). Clearly, it
expects that permits from the OGC, and
certificates from the EAO, should reflect
identical, or at least compatible,

recommendations and regulations.
It would be almost impossible, with the degree

of co-operation required by this MOU, for the EAO to
develop findings that would stand in the way of any project that
met the OGC’s criteria for approval.
As for the ‘obligation to consult’ aboriginal groups, whose

concerns about oil and gas development generally fall within
the terms of reference of the EAO, such consultation must now
also involve OGC staff. This would force First Nations to become

knowledgeable about the oil and gas industry (some already
are), but would also require that the OGC consider First Nations
concerns beyond the economic.

A Provincial Priority
The MOU reflects the provincial government’s single-minded
priority of oil and gas development, and particularly LNG. The
EAO’s independence enabled it to advocate for a wide range of
environmental concerns ranging from threatened species and
landscape to water supply, fracking chemicals, tailings pond
management, river and coastal pollution, air quality, and
greenhouse gas production. This MOU would appear to silence
that voice, without either public or legislative discussion. 

Court Case Against 
BC Oil & Gas Commission

Meanwhile Sierra Club BC  announced on November 14, that it
is taking the Oil & Gas Commission to court over lack of
regulation of water use for fracking, in violation of the Water
Act. 
Sierra Club says that the BC government is allowing

companies like Encana to draw hundreds of millions of litres of
freshwater, sucking northern lakes and rivers dry, to feed
fracking and drilling operations. ‘We believe that this is unlawful
and we’re headed to court to stop it,’ staes Sierra Club. 0

Environmental assessments to be ‘co-ordinated’ with Oil & Gas Commission - Patrick Brown

‘It would be
almost impossible, with

the degree of co-operation
required by this MOU, for the
EAO to develop findings that
would stand in the way of any
project that met the OGC’s
criteria for approval.’



Tuesdays to Sundays, thru December 22
Artisans Holiday Gift Gallery is now open with 47 Artisans and a

stunning selection of accessible art—give a
gift that reflects the creativity of Peninsula
artists! • At Tulista Community Arts Centre,
Fifth & Weiler • 10am-4pm •  Free admission
& free parking • Info: www.cacsp.com, 250-
656-7400 •  SIDNEY

Now till Saturday, December 28
Comox Valley Art Gallery 39th Annual Christmas Craft Fair—

original design pottery, jewellery,
ornaments, glass work, woodwork,
fabric art, paintings, prints, cards,
specialty foods, stocking stuffers &
more; something for everyone and every
budget! • CVAG Gift Shop, 580 Duncan
Avenue • Open Mon thru Sat, 10am-

5pm, Nov 22 late night shopping: 10am-9pm, also open Sunday,
December 15 & 22 • Info: 250.338.6211 •
www.comoxvalleyartgallery.com • COURTENAY

Thurs, Nov 21 until Wed, January 1
Renaissance Gallery’s 25th Anniversary—come
in and celebrate with us (and get 25% of any
purchase - plus a gift with purchase); Milada’s
design jewelry, fine antiques and hi-level art • 3302
Port Washington Road • 11-5pm daily, except
Christmas Day • Everyone welcome  • PENDER

Saturday, November 23
Conservation Subdivision Design—guest speakers Ann Mortifee,
Barry Gates and Doug Makaroff share their experiences with using
a natural approach to designing new neighbourhoods that offers
environmental and economic benefits to communities and
developers, sponsored by the North Pender Local Trust Committee
• Anglican Parish Hall • 1pm • Info: www.islandstrust.bc.ca/islands/
local-trust-areas/north-pender.aspx • PENDER

Wednesday, November 27
Seaweed Harvesting Public Meeting • Lighthouse
Community Hall, Lions Way • 7pm • Everyone
Welcome • QUALICUM BEACH

Saturday, November 30
Abattoir Anniversary Fundraiser—celebrate local food and help

retire construction debt on this important
community facility; buffet dinner, magician,
cash bar, and silent auction, dancing; Valdy,
Fiddlers Hatchery, and Light Fantastic
entertain, • Farmers Institute  • 6-10pm •
Tickets $35 at Salt Spring Books, or 250-538-

7027, or plan2farm@gmail.com • SALT SPRING

Saturday, November 30
Gabriola Agricultural Association Christmas Market—thirty-six
vendors with food, crafts and more; raffle basket of items donated
by the vendors • Gabriola Community Hall •  10am–5pm • Info:
250-247-8216 • GABRIOLA

Friday, Saturday & Sunday, December 6, 7 & 8
‘Embrace’ Pender Island Choral Society Concert—director
Bruce McConchie, accompanist Amy Nold, the Kids’ Choir, the
Pender Young Violins • Community Hall • Fri: 7pm, Sat: 7pm, Sun:
2pm • Tickets: $15  • PENDER

Saturday, December 7
VALDY—come out and enjoy a very special concert
by Gulf Islands’ reknown performer, presented by
Mayne Island Music Society • Ag Hall  • 8pm •
Tickets: $20 at Happy Tides, Home Hardware &
Farm Gate Store •MAYNE

Saturday & Sunday, December 7 & 8
The 32nd annual Denman Island Craft Faire—
two festive halls featuring 80 vendors from
Denman and surrounding areas • Denman
Community Hall and Activity Centre •
10am–4pm daily • Admission Free, Shuttle from
ferry, so you can walk on • Info: Autumn White
250-335-2148 • DENMAN

Saturday, December 21 thru Sunday, January 5
Holiday Season Fun Swims—Everyone Welcome swims over the
holidays include: waves, waterslide, diving boards, tots pool, pirate
ship, swirlpool, fun leader games and the new Wibit inflatable •
Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat
Bay Hwy at Royal Oak exit) • Info: www.saanichrec.ca, 24-hour
Swim-line 250.475.7620 • SAANICH
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As soon as Katherine Palmer
Gordon had fired off a proposal
to Harbour Publishing for her

latest project, she left the house to walk
her dog. In the woods near
her home on Gabriola
Island, she found a feather
lying across the path. When
she got home some thirty
minutes later an email from
publisher, Howard White,
said he wanted the book. 
Following its release two

months ago, Gordon’s sixth
book climbed effortlessly
onto BC’s bestseller list. 
This collection of stories shatters

stereotypes, gathering the thoughts and
hopes of young First Nations people.
There is Evan Adams (Sliammon), a
medical doctor and celebrated actor;
John Marston (Qap’u’luq), an artist and
storyteller from Chemainus; Gino
Odjick (Algonquin), former NHL hockey
star whose home is now in Vancouver;
Kim Baird, former chief of the
Tsawwassen First Nation. 
‘Famous or otherwise,’ writes

Gordon in her introduction, ‘all of them
were born with their songs inside them,
and all of them have shared their stories
here with grace, simplicity and complete
candour.’
The book’s title hails from a talk,

given by Salt Spring naturalist John
Neville, which Gordon attended several
years ago. In his presentation, Neville
said that birds are ‘born with a song
inside them.’ But a baby bird that doesn’t
hear its father’s song never learns its
own. Unloved, it grieves the loss of its
identity forever. Unable to take care of
itself, communicate, relate or fly on its
own two wings is ‘an apt analogy in the
context of the many First Nations people
in Canada who never had the chance to
learn their songs from their parents.’ 
Mike Willie, a thirty-six year old

cultural preservation and revitalization
co-ordinator at Port Hardy’s Gwa’sala-
’Nakwaxda’xw kindergarten-grade7
school points out, ‘If you don’t know who
you are, you’re just roaming the world,
lost.’ He counts himself lucky to have
grown up, ‘Hearing my language and

singing the songs.’ 
Speaking his own language grounded

him in a strong identity so that, when he
was sent to Victoria to complete

highschool—a ‘huge culture
shock’—he kept up his
singing. This gave him the
self-confidence he needed to
get through school,
university and beyond. 
One of the ‘goals of the

residential schools was to
exterminate Aboriginal
languages by interrupting
their transmission from
generation to generation

and, in the process of doing so, stamp
out cultural worldviews that were in
conflict with those of the colonizers,’ says
Andrea Bear Nicholas, former chair of
native studies at St Thomas University
in Fredericton, New Brunswick. She
asserts that it only took a maximum
three generations for Indigenous people
to stop speaking their own language. 
During the infamous ‘Sixties Scoop’,

when child welfare services stole
aboriginal children from their families,
sending over 50% to Europe and the US
never to return, the loss of language
intensified.
This collection of stories educates as

it inspires, celebrates and shares the
cultural voices of First Nations people
without skirting the issue of deliberate
colonial strategies to stamp out
language, culture and recognition as
citizens of Canada. 
Palmer Gordon never gets in the way

of her own writing as she faithfully
records the words of the people she
portrays in this disturbing yet
profoundly triumphant book. She writes
that, although a ‘vast cultural and social
gulf still yawns between aboriginal and
non-aboriginal communities and
individuals, their stories, like all the
others, are well worth knowing.’ She
thanks us for reading them. To which we
might say, ‘Thanks for writing them.’ 

We Are Born With The Songs Inside Us:
Lives and Stories of First Nations Peoples
in British Columbia’, Katherine Palmer
Gordon, Harbour Publishing, $24.95.0
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WATER ACT from page 1
Public Comment

The comment period was short, only to November
15. Issues raised during previous comment periods
included: certainty and security for water users;
regulation of groundwater extraction and use (the
current Water Act does not apply to groundwater;
local conditions and interests considered in water use
planning; protection of drinking water, food

production, clean energy, and ecological health;
recognition of the connection between land-use and
water-use planning; and balancing ecological
protection with economic priorities.
First Nations reportedly felt that the public

comment process did not satisfy their requirements
for meaningful consultation, and it appears that
more dialogue will be required. 0

Good Food by Brian CrumblehulmeChampagne
The population of one gram of yeast is 25

billion.That is not a typo: every gram has 3 ½
times more individual yeasts than there are

humans in the universe. We eat, breathe and drink
yeast. It takes a billion of them to make a glass of wine
and we ingest as many more with every slice of bread. 
It’s a strange world, all the more so when you

consider that yeast populations blanket every tree,
plant, leaf, shoot and seed that ever was, is, or shall
be. And whenever the opportunity arises for a sugar
fest, they go to it and replicate like there’s no
tomorrow and in doing so they produce carbon
dioxide and ethyl alcohol. The former is what gives
Champagne its fizz and makes bread soft, and the
latter substantially informs the character of the
ambrosia in your glass. 
St Augustine, the intellectual genius of the early

middle ages, diplomatically reconciled drinking wine
with ascetic sobriety by suggesting that good
Christians should drink ‘usque ad hilaritatem’—to
the point of cheerfulness. What a wonderful
philosophy!
The Champagne method is relatively recent,

ascribed to the 17th century monk Dom Pierre
Perignon who modified the cork stopper by wiring it
in place. For the real thing, only three grape varietals
are permitted along with a limited number of secret
yeast molds. 
When the wine is cosily bottled, it needs to rest

and ‘breathe’ which is where the cork stopper comes
in. The process requires a tiny amount of oxygen for
oxidation, which slowly diffuses through the cork
because the oxygen in the air is around 19% and
therefore at a higher concentration. Meanwhile, the
carbon dioxide released by the yeast diffuses the other
way at the same time because the carbon dioxide
concentration in the atmosphere is lower—400ppm
and climbing. This also explains why all wines ‘age’
in the bottle. 
Just to complicate things further: the aging

process is actually the oxidation or glycosyaltion of
tannins (now called polyphenols) causing them to

turn brown, the same reaction that you and I get
when we stand in the sun, (why don’t they go red?)
which are then precipitated by the addition of
sulphites. Champagne bottles are turned frequently
to encourage the crystals to precipitate and collect at
the cork end.
Now, the singular characteristic of Champagne is

that it fizzes; created by late fermentation in the
bottle. The wineries remove the first cork, decant the
crystals, add a little sugar and re cork the bottle
thereby encouraging the yeast to party on and make
more carbon dioxide. 
Any ‘flaw’ in the wine will cause the gas to ‘seed’

and escape (you can do this with sand). Legend says
that the size of the bubble is proportional to the
quality of the wine. False: bubble size is proportional
to the cleanliness of the glass. Clean, polished glasses
make for smaller bubbles, plastic glasses ruin any
wine. Your guests should also be scrubbed because
the slightest greasy contamination from their lips will
cause the Champagne to go flat immediately.  
Champagne should be sipped before the meat

course and lipsticks which contain a de-foaming
agent should be banned from the room. The
smoother the glass, the smaller the bubbles and the
greater the fizz. To serve Champagne with dessert
requires that all guests troop to the shower between
courses.
Champagne should always be sipped at 12-14ºC

and since glass is a poor conductor of heat, you should
allow four hours for it to equilibrate. And empty pre-
chilled glasses will warm up at 0.2ºC a minute. 
Can you keep an opened bottle of Champagne? A

qualified yes, according to French experts. After
pouring the first round, the bottle should be sealed
immediately with a tight stopper and kept cool. The
experts noted, however, that after an hour, the wine
had oxidized and begun to age. Their advice: ‘Once
you’ve opened a bottle—finish it!’ 
‘I’m drinking stars!’—Dom Perignon. 0

I’m only a beer teetotaler, not a 
champagne teetotaler!

—George Bernard Shaw

Photo:  Christa Grace-Warrick

Amanitas are prolific and huge this season.
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If expansion of the Alberta tar sands is to continue, the oilindustry must find some way to get their product to markets
outside North America. Private enterprise can and will

extract the bitumen and build the transportation links—and
pocket the profits.
But the environment, government, and, ultimately, all

Canadians will take the risks.
Pushing Bitumen

A few weeks ago, federal Cabinet Ministers and their deputies
took advantage of the hiatus in Parliament to set out from
Ottawa to meet with people in British Columbia. They
concentrated particularly on the First Nations, which have been
united in their opposition to crude oil pipelines proposed by
Enbridge—the ‘Northern Gateway’—and Kinder Morgan—
‘twinning the Trans Mountain pipeline’. These pipelines are
specifically designed to serve an export market in Asia for tar
sands bitumen.
At the same time, Trans-Canada Pipelines was promoting

the ‘energy east’ pipeline which would transport crude oil
eastwards from Alberta  to Montreal, the Irving refinery at St
John, and possibly an export terminal at Portland, Maine.
And also at the same time, Prime Minister Harper was in

New York, avoiding the United Nations in favour of telling US
business leaders that, even if President Obama turned down
the Keystone XL pipeline, the many interests which expected
to profit from the pipeline ‘won’t take no for an answer’. Just to
make that clearer, Harper said, ‘If we were to get that, that won’t
be final.’ (He didn’t actually say that he, himself, wouldn’t take
no for an answer; more as if he were spokesperson for the
cheerleaders.)
Meanwhile, Enbridge and TransCanada were busily

constructing new links in the existing web of US pipelines which
will provide alternative routes for crude from Alberta to
refineries on the US Gulf coast.
And CN says that it would take only five trains a day to

transport a volume of crude oil, equivalent to the Northern
Gateway pipeline, from Alberta to Prince Rupert.

Marketing And Pricing
The push, of course, comes from Alberta, where corporations
from around the world would extract more bitumen from
Alberta’s tar sands if only they could ship it to some market,

somewhere. The stuff they are currently extracting can be
shipped through existing pipelines to the midwestern US, the
traditional market.
But now it has to compete with lighter crude oil from

fractured wells in the US, and so Alberta producers find their
selling price is discounted from the posted price; during the past
year, this discount has at times reached $20 per barrel.
This has reinforced their interest in overseas markets, where

the price they think they can get for crude oil is significantly
higher than they can get in the US.

Upgrading And Diluting
That Alberta bitumen isn’t all that easy to deal with; it has been
described as having the consistency of peanut butter. It must
be ‘upgraded’—the first stage of refining—into synthetic crude. 
But the tar sands extraction industry has proved reluctant

to invest in upgraders. So to transport bitumen by pipeline or
railcar, it must be diluted with a lighter, and more volatile,
petroleum product, known as ‘diluent’. Typically, diluent
contains benzene, a carcinogen. The diluted bitumen is termed
‘dilbit’. 
The ‘diluent’ has to be separated from the bitumen at its

destination, and sent back to the origin of the bitumen to dilute
more bitumen for shipping. Thus the Northern Gateway
pipeline is in reality two pipelines: one from Alberta for diluted
bitumen, and one to return the diluent to Alberta.
And the diluent from other pipeline routes is returned by

rail, or sold for further refining at its destination.
The Risks On Land

The international corporations extracting bitumen from the tar
sands have taken great financial risks and created enormous
environmental damage, but their product has no value unless
it can be moved to markets. The transportation risks are
assumed by government, and among them are the enormous
risks of dilbit and diluent spills from pipelines, trains, ships, and
the terminals and transfer facilities.
The 2011 Kalamazoo dilbit spill from an old Enbridge

pipeline in Michigan showed that dilbit leaked into a river
separated; the bitumen sank to the bottom of the river, and the
diluent remained on the surface and evaporated in a toxic cloud.
Three years and over a billion dollars later, it has not been
completely cleaned up. 
The Trans Mountain pipeline is old, and runs along railway

lines, highways, and rivers, including the Fraser. It also
negotiates some of the most dramatic elevation changes of any
pipeline, anywhere. (The Kalamazoo pipeline was old, and ran
along a river.)  
The Northern Gateway pipeline route crosses forty rivers,

and tunnels through mountains rather than going around them
– a study of potential oil spill sites along the line has brought
home the ruggedness of the route and the extreme difficulty of
cleaning up any spills that might occur. 
Both these pipeline routes across British Columbia illustrate

clearly why there are no other oil pipelines across the Rockies
north of Las Vegas. Most oil pipelines in North America are built
across relatively flat land to the east.
Several recent rail accidents have illustrated the chances of

spills; the Lac Megantic fire illustrated the hazardous nature of
the contents of the railcars (no, it was not Alberta dilbit, but may
have included diluent—we simply do not know).

The Risks On The Water
Overseas markets, of course, mean that the dilbit has to be
shipped somewhere by tanker. There is no record of a dilbit spill
in salt water, yet, and research on this is just getting started.
Tankers, particularly supertankers, do not maneuver easily,

and take miles to stop. Their navigation in the narrow, rock-
strewn channels of BC’s central coast, with its big tides and
stormy weather, is tricky and dangerous, even with attendant
tugs. 
Spill cleanup equipment is absent on the BC’s north coast,

and pitifully inadequate on the south coast, where tankers from
Kinder Morgan’s Westridge pipeline terminal must thread their

way through Vancouver’s First and Second Narrows and
between the Canadian Gulf Islands and the US San Juan
Islands on their way to sea.

Risking British Columbia
The oil and pipelining industry insists that, operated
responsibly, a bitumen transportation system of pipelines
across BC and tankers to export markets has a minimal risk of
spills and the resultant environmental damage. It points to
historical operations in much safer environments to buttress its
claims. 
British Columbia’s rugged land and dangerous coast

presents a higher risk of accidental spills than the industry has
previously faced. The consequences of spills on the wild central
coast, or the developed south coast, would be far more serious
than the industry has previously risked.
The industry does not, and cannot, claim that there is no

risk.  It is willing to take those risks provided that it is supported
by government, explicitly or implicitly.
This attitude may be compared to the assumptions of certain

banks which, in the recent financial meltdown, were found to
have undertaken risky transactions because they were ‘too big
to fail’ and so were sure of government bailouts.
British Columbia is unwilling to assume those risks. To force

them upon the province in the ‘national interest’ would be to
invite long-standing resentment of both the industry and the
federal government.
There are alternatives to risking British Columbia, but

neither the industry nor the government will consider them. 0
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Report a road hazard to our 24 HR hotline —
1.877.391.7310 or at www.mainroad.ca
Duncan: 250.746.7510      Malahat: 250.743.8931 
Langford: 250.391.7310       Sooke: 250.642.0915 
Salt Spring Isl: 250.537.5722 Mayne Isl: 250.539.2114 
Galiano Isl: 250.539.2423       Pender Isl: 250.629.3431 
Saturna Isl: 250.539.5722       Thetis Isl: 250.246.3431 

DriveBC.ca 
ShiftIntoWinter.ca

Your family depends on you 
to drive safely. Plan ahead and 
drive for the conditions.

Know before you go.

Independent 
Dental Hygiene 
in a relaxed setting

Registered Dental Hygienists 
offering: 
• scaling  •  root planing 
• polishing  •  whitening 
• other services

Celebrating 11 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea

250-655-4884

Major Risks
All pipelines and railcars carrying dilbit or diluent:
• spills hard to clean up;
• diluent volatile, toxic, carcinogenic, possibly explosive;
• in a water body, bitumen separates and sinks. 

All ships carrying dilbit:
• tankers large, awkward to maneuver, vulnerable to

storms;
• bitumen behaviour in salt water must be researched;
• Exxon Valdez cleanup estimated at 15% effective, with

some fish and mammal species never recovering.
Rail tank cars:
• cargo is hazardous and must be specifically identified for

local emergency services which must deal with derailments,
spills, and fire along rail routes;
• most of existing old rail tank car stock fragile and unsafe

in accidents;
• reduction of accident risk requires stricter operating

regulations, route certification.

Northern Gateway:
• pipeline route is rugged; some parts have high spill risk

inaccessible for cleanup or mitigation, particularly river
crossings;
• two pipelines, double the risk of spills;
• tanker routes to and from Kitimat through Douglas

Channel and Hecate Strait require careful navigation and
control; storms unpredictable; navigation aids are minimal; new
charts are being prepared;
• in case of tanker accident, unmitigatable catastrophic

shoreline and marine impacts before any mitigation or cleanup
can be initiated.

Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain ‘twinning’:
• pipeline route has steep ‘jump-off’ into Coquihalla Canyon;

potential for a very large spill in an area inaccessible in winter
due to snowfall and avalanches; spill may reach Fraser River
with catastrophic impact on salmon; 
• two pipelines, double the risk of spills; 60 year old original

Trans Mountain line is vulnerable to leaks and pressure must
be limited (see photo);
• tanker routes to and from Westridge Terminal through

Second Narrows (limited depth and clearance through opening
railway bridge) and First Narrows; both require daylight high
water slack transit with other vessels keeping clear;
• remainder of tanker route to open sea (Vancouver

Harbour, English Bay, Boundary Pass, Haro Strait) passes
through populated foreshore, including Gulf and San Juan
Islands; any accidental spill would inflict massive damage;
• marine oil spill cleanup equipment in the area is limited

and inadequate, Coast Guard control has been moved to
Quebec, and local facilities have been cut back.

Pipelines push in all directions
Patrick Brown

Pipeline operators Kinder Morgan have stated that the
company does not intend to route the proposed second Trans-
Mountain pipeline over the ‘jump-off’ north of Hope, where the
original 61-year-old pipeline goes. The company has not
indicated what the alternative route will be.
The area is so nicknamed because the original Trans-

Mountain pipeline was routed over the Coquihalla Summit, and
then dropped over 3,000 feet in a few miles into Coquihalla
Canyon. The result was that pressure in the pipeline below the
drop and above Hope was increased to the point where it was
estimated at the time that it would be sufficient to deliver
200,000 barrels of oil per day ‘as far as Seattle’.
In order to relieve the pressure, and avoid the necessity of

thicker pipe all the way down the Fraser Valley to Burnaby, a
pressure limiting station was built at Hope.
Recently, small leaks have  been discovered in this pipeline

in the Coquihalla Canyon area. Early estimates indicated that
only 25 barrels of oil were spilled, and some 520 cubic metres

of contaminated soil were removed. However, estimates of soil
delivered to the Tervita soil decontamination facility totaled
5005 cubic metres, or some 590 truckloads. Kinder Morgan
indicated that more soil had to be removed because the leak
occurred in a provincial park. However, the higher figure might
have also included soil removed from some 35 other repair sites
both above and below the jump-off.
The National Energy Board had expressed particular

concern about the 35-mile stretch of the existing line
surrounding the ‘jump-off’. The Board earlier required a
reduction in the line’s operating pressure to 80% of its normal
level. Full operating pressure was only to be restored following
an engineering evaluation.
Kinder Morgan undertook a hydrostatic test of this section

of the line in mid-October, describing the water pressure test
as ‘voluntary’ and ‘part of the company’s integrity and
maintenance program’. The results of the test are not
available. 0

Kinder Morgan will not ‘twin’ pipeline at the ‘jump-off’


